DIRECT, SEAMLESS EMR INTEGRATION

Maximize Existing Data Sources
and Eliminate Redundancies

ONCOLENS TRANSFORMS THE WAY YOU
THINK ABOUT EMR INTEGRATION

ONCOLENS INTEGRATES WITH
ALL MAJOR ONC CERTIFIED EMRS

OncoLens delivers a single, comprehensive view of
the cancer patient that clinicians can understand and
action from across disciplines. We do this in a way that:

In as little as thirteen weeks, we can integrate directly
into your EMR. We support integration with the major

• Reduces clinician burnout

ONC Certified EMRs, including EPIC, Cerner, OncoEMR,
athenahealth, and more.

• Enables research and discussion of genomic profiles
and precision medicine-based treatment options

OncoLens enhances the EMR through
an integration approach that:

• Creates a streamlined, consolidated, and
multi-level view into the patient

• Auto-populates case data directly from the EMR into
OncoLens, saving time and eliminating human error

• Provides a pathway to the kind of
communication and knowledge sharing
that drives to better patient outcomes

• Supports optional bi-directional data flow

OncoLens not only eliminates many of the challenges
created by EMRs, but we enhance the EMR
experience by consolidating data, eliminating dual
entry, finding and extracting critical information, and
creating a longitudinal view of the patient that can
be shared across clinical team members on multiple
EMRs across multiple networks.

• Collates data on the same patient
from multiple health systems

RAPID INTEGRATION TO AMPLIFY THE
VALUE OF YOUR DATA

With complete integration between OncoLens
and your EMR, you amplify the value of your
data so that it can be used for focused multidisciplinary discussion (synchronous and
asynchronous) and build a longitudinal view
of the patient for all care team members.

• Absorbs structured and unstructured
data from your EMRs

• Extracts key structured fields like staging,
treatments, and events using OncoLens’ enhanced
natural language processing capabilities
• Enables analysis of quality metrics utilizing EMR data

READY TO TAKE THE NEXT STEP
IN INTEGRATION? LET US KNOW.
Feel free to reach out to us at
info@oncolens.com or submit a request
online at www.oncolens.com/contactus

